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• Many mergers and acquisitions reflect executives’ excess pride.

• This “hubris” is often the chief culprit in business decisions that fail, particularly 
overpriced acquisitions. 

• It leads to “false confidence” manifested by mistakes, solo decision making, 
“ungrounded” judgments and failure to see consequences.

• Leaders must observe the fine line between boldness and bravado.

• “Behavioral decision theory” explains overconfidence and its results.

• To see hubris at work, examine corporations that were harmed when excess 
confidence ruled, including Apple, Vivendi, Segway and Dell.

• Overconfidence badly distorts decision making. 

• Avoid “kidding yourself.” 

• Don’t let ego keep you from consulting others and heeding cautionary feedback.

• Prepare for the consequences of false confidence by studying its results, such as 
Merck’s Vioxx fiasco.
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  Relevance

What You Will Learn
In this Abstract, you will learn: 1) Why “hubris” or “overweening pride” is the “cardinal 
sin of humanity”; 2) How it shapes executive decision making; 3) How “behavioral 
decision theory” explains excess pride; and 4) Why and how several major executives 
became victims of hubris and weakened their companies.

Recommendation
Mathew Hayward’s unusual book draws upon mythology to establish a major business 
premise and then proves it statistically. The premise is that hubris (CEO arrogance) is 
usually the source of illogical corporate mistakes, such as overpayment for acquisitions. 
The author draws heavily upon his research and other studies about “behavioral 
decision theory” to back up the concept that great pride often brings on a great fall. 
This profundity is basic to the philosophy of Greek tragedy, Dante, Shakespeare and 
Milton. The author used this concept to analyze more than 100 corporate mergers. He 
found that CEOs were usually the decision makers behind substantial overpayments 
for acquisitions. He concludes that egomania and narcissism, but not courage and 
conviction, must be “checked at the door.” getAbstract recommends this interesting, 
thoughtful book.  

  Abstract

The Fall of Icarus 
The sin of “hubris,” or excess pride, carries a heavy price. Extreme ego or misplaced self-
confidence often destroy the culprit, and his or her company and associates. A CEO’s 
arrogance can harm a company’s employees, stockholders and creditors. 

Excess confidence is widely evident in literary classics, such as the Hellenic myth of 
Daedalus and his son Icarus, who escaped from prison by using artificial wings that 
Daedalus invented. The son was so thrilled with flying that he arrogantly ignored his 
father’s advice, flew too close to the sun, melted the wax in his wings and plummeted 
to his death. Business schools now teach students about “the Icarus Paradox,” which 
says that originality and confidence can lead to enormous success, but arrogance and 
pride generate disaster. This ancient wisdom applies to modern culture, especially to the 
actions of large corporations. Consider CEO Ken Lay at Enron.

The Danger of Excess Confidence
Overconfidence manifests itself in four intermingled, dangerous qualities: acting based 
on excessive pride, failing to get the right help, failing to evaluate the reality of a business 
problem or opportunity, and failing to face the consequences of a mistaken policy or 
action. These conditions present pitfalls for any CEO. Just one capitulation to any of 
these four deficiencies can produce “false confidence” and the potential for corporate 
tragedy on a mass scale.

Generally, an ego-powered chief executive drives most of the decisions that go 
wrong in corporate America, because most large companies operate under the rule 
of a CEO rather than following the instructions of a board of directors. Boards often 

“Business has 
seen more than 
its fair share 
of overweening 
pride.”

“The key is to 
check our decisions 
and actions, 
ahead of time, 
to determine 
whether they               
refl ect authentic or 
false confi dence.”
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rubberstamp a CEO’s actions rather than taking on the complexities of corporate 
decision making. 

Brilliant inventor Dean Kamen had several significant successes before he launched 
the Segway personal transporter, an upright scooter. While the Segway has had 
some success in airports, theme parks and other venues, it has not yet revolutionized 
transportation as Kamen predicted. His company lost a fortune on its launch and early 
manufacturing because the market reality defeated his expectations. Apparently he 
had trouble building a senior management team because he micromanages. He also 
underestimated the impact of regulatory issues; for instance, San Francisco banned 
the Segway from its sidewalks.

Reality Check: Don’t “Kid Yourself”
In many ways, excess self-confidence is bred into the United States’ economic and social 
system. Myriad Americans are full of optimism and willing to take on tremendous 
challenges. Stock market investors, from simple amateurs to professional traders, often 
engage in hubristic actions. Most of them know the stock market is a “zero sum game” 
(an almost equal split between winners and losers). Nevertheless, millions of traders 
acting with arrogant pride bet heavily that they can “beat the market.”  

This overconfidence extends to individual attitudes toward personal health. Surveys 
show that many Americans believe they enjoy better-than-average health. They think 
they have a lower risk of cancer than everybody else. Were it not for overconfidence, 
many more people would give up cigarettes, alcohol and fattening foods. The 
implication is very serious. When people underestimate their chances of becoming ill, 
they avoid checkups. 

Businesspeople regularly exhibit a lack of balance between the confidence they need 
to succeed and the danger of an overbearing ego, manifested as “getting too full” of 
yourself. Steve Jobs built Apple Computer, which has a long, oscillating history of 
success and failure. Having made initial, prideful mistakes by shutting out cooperation 
with Microsoft on the MacIntosh and NeXT computers, and by emphasizing product 
design over functionality, Jobs learned his lesson. The iPod debuted with both hot 
looks and high performance – and it ran on a Windows platform from the very 
beginning, despite Jobs’ aversion to all things Gates-related. Apple also created an 
entirely new alliance with the music industry by building piracy protections into 
iTunes, which has sold more than one billion songs as Apple has sold more than 50 
million iPods. 

Despite Jobs’ reputation for “exaggerated pride” at times, this achievement is “grounded” 
in proof, market feedback and actual accomplishment. Decisions based on false 
confidence are often based on “selective,” “speculative” or “hapless” judgment, instead 
of being rooted in evidence. 

Failure to Anticipate Consequences
Maurice “Hank” Greenberg, one of the 20th century’s most successful CEOs, lived a 
genuine rags-to-riches story. Born just before the crash in 1929, he was the son of a 
New York City candy store owner. He served as an Army Ranger in Normandy on 
D-Day and helped liberate Dachau. He won a Bronze Star as a captain in the Korean 
War. He went to work for AIG and became its CEO within seven years. He took over 

“Leaders [must] 
embrace the 
consequences, 
positive and 
negative, of 
important 
organizational 
decisions.”

“Telling executives 
like (Herb) 
Kelleher and (Lou) 
Gerstner to check 
their egos at the 
door is like telling 
a kangaroo to walk 
backwards – the 
kangaroo 
will not listen 
and…the advice 
cannot work.”

“Successful leaders 
can also be proud, 
charismatic and 
extroverted.”

“Obviously, not 
all autocratic 
managers become 
victims of the false 
confi dence that 
induces hubris.”
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in 1967 when the stock was valued at $300 million. Under his leadership, it climbed to 
$150 billion some 40 years later. Greenberg owned about $2 billion in AIG shares, but 
arrogance brought him down. In 2005, the SEC charged Greenberg with irregularities 
and fraudulent practices, including manipulating the value of AIG stock. The company 
agreed that it had overstated profi ts by nearly $4 billion and paid a settlement of about 
$2 million. Greenberg’s behavior had all the earmarks of a man who believed he was 

“invincible or untouchable,” a key symptom of hubris. He retired and his sons left the 
company they had been trained to run.  

Mergers: The Extent of Hubris
A merger or acquisition can be as nerve-wracking as warfare, particularly when 
ego rules. Take the merger of America Online (AOL) and Time Warner, which took 
effect on January 10, 2001. The union between CEOs Steve Case of AOL and Gerald 
Levin of Time began and ended in a remarkable display of hubris. Levin led the 
acquiring team in concluding the $350-million deal, which cost Time’s stockholders 
tens of millions of dollars in share value. AOL also saw its shares collapse rather 
than soar. Levin naively or arrogantly paid a high 70% premium in this fiasco of 
clashing corporate missions and cultures. He later told the press that he deliberately 
did not take protective insurance on behalf of his company because “I wanted to 
make a statement I believe in.” 

Megastar, an M&A research firm, recorded an average of more than 5,000 mergers 
and acquisitions globally each year from l970 through 2005. The low level was about 
2,000 each in l987 and l992. In contrast, 11,000 mergers or acquisitions took place in 
2000 and 2005. Megastar estimated the value of U.S. mergers in 2005 as more than 
$1.2 trillion. 

An analysis of 100 mergers in 2005 showed that “companies led by more hubristic CEOs 
– those with more recent media praise, successful performance” and superior salaries, 
“paid higher premiums.” That probably expresses personal biases rather than logical data 
analysis. An inflated premium can indicate the presence of a CEO with a swollen ego 
and an abnormal level of self-confidence. How can companies ride herd on CEO hubris? 
First, decide where decision-making powers reside. For example, General Electric 

“makes better deals by removing (its CEO) from acquisition pricing.”

The Nightmare Results of Hubris 
Warren Buffett, a veteran of all types of investing, likened managers who make 
oversize payments for acquisitions to the mythical prince trapped in a frog’s body 
and brought back to human form by the mere kiss of a gorgeous princess. Buffett 
said the overpaying CEOs “are certain their managerial kiss will do wonders for the 
profitability” of the target company they are buying. Sometimes it does; more often it 
does not, for reasons that occur over and over:

• Failure to seek support and advice – Marketing whiz Carly Fiorina was featured on 
the cover of Fortune magazine as a landmark female executive. A year later, she was 
enthroned as CEO of Hewlett-Packard. The transition was not easy. As she grew more 
autocratic and mistrusting, she absorbed many of her subordinates’ jobs and reduced 
the number of people reporting directly to her from 15 to six. She gloried in the job, 
enjoying such perks as a private jet. She pursued and landed an acquisition that was 
a dubious fi t: the purchase of Compaq. The buyout was structured to eject hundreds 

“There are few 
more disastrous 
components of 
decision making 
than a failure to 
get – and act upon 
– feedback.”

“[Merck 
management’s] 
false confi dence 
may have lapsed 
into a culture of 
executive hubris.”

“While there is 
nothing wrong 
with celebrity per 
se, it becomes an 
issue because, as 
[Michael] Dell puts 
it, ‘It’s easy to fall 
in love with how 
far you’ve come 
and how much 
you’ve done’.”

“Hubris may 
be humanity’s 
cardinal sin.”
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of experienced Compaq executives and also led to the early departure of Compaq’s 
CEO. In her power play, Fiorina “effectively became the fi rm’s chairwoman, CEO, 
president and COO…but her failure to empower people to make key decisions was 
eroding her circle of infl uence.” HP’s fi nancial results weakened. Fortune magazine 
came back to reveal Fiorina’s shortcomings. After six years on the job, she was 
dubbed “Fortune’s Fool.” A week later, she was canned. 

• Delusion and denial – Merck spent $2.5 billion to develop Vioxx , a COX-2 inhibitor 
“wonder drug” used primarily to treat stomach problems. The medication was 
discovered in l994, exactly when Ray Gilmartin became Merck’s chairman. Several 
of the fi rm’s medicines were soon going off patent and the stock price already was 
dropping in anticipation of poor fi nancial results, so Merck rushed Vioxx through 
testing. In the middle of its development, internal and external scientists informed 
the company repeatedly that the new drug could increase heart attacks “and may 
kill.” But the fi rm launched it for trial use in January 1999, and the FDA approved 
it for marketing six months later. Two years later, in response to science articles 
and “Vioxx deaths,” the FDA required Merck to add a phrase to its label saying that 
Vioxx posed a “possible” risk of heart attack. On September 30, 2004, Merck pulled 
“its $2.5 billion Vioxx medicine from the market after 20 million Americans (had) 
taken it.” Merck shares lost $20 billion in stockholder value. Merck gave Gilmartin 
a $35 million golden handshake and replaced him with a longtime insider. A few 
months later, on August 19, 2005, a jury in Texas awarded $250 million in damages 
done to one Vioxx user. That year, an FDA scientist writing in a major medical 
journal estimated that Vioxx “may have caused up to 140,000 excess cases of serious 
coronary disease in the U.S.”   

Maintaining Perspective
You and your company can reduce excessive conceit. The strongest antidote is to take 
pride only in achievements with widespread benefits. To circumvent exaggerated self-
importance, take these steps: 

 • Consider the consequences of every decision before you move ahead.
 • Make sure your decisions are good for the business and yourself. 
 • Be consistent in your behavior and choices. 
 • Get the job done rather than positioning yourself to impress management.
 • Discount plaudits from those who may have ulterior motives for praising you. 
 • Share the praise with others who helped complete a successful deal. 
 • “Avoid treating compensation as the sole objective.” Keep your compensation 

separate from your sense of pride.
 • Don’t embellish; refrain from being self-serving or exaggerating your abilities.
 • Don’t assume you can transfer your proven abilities in one area to another realm.
 • Be sure your pride in an accomplishment is “grounded,” that is, reality-based. 

  About the Author
Mathew Hayward served in the Wall Street battlefield as a venture capitalist and 
investment banker. He turned to academe in 1992 to earn a Ph.D. at Columbia. He is 
now an assistant professor at the University of Colorado business school, a management 
consultant and a leading researcher on “hubris.”

“We must become 
more aware 
of heedfully 
managing our 
confi dence.”

“We can stop 
hubris in its tracks 
by recognizing 
and managing the 
false sources of 
confi dence ahead 
of time.”

“Understanding 
how hubris can 
wreck careers, 
companies and 
even lives may 
motivate us to 
manage those 
sources ahead 
of deciding and 
acting.”


